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Abstract. This paper looks at relay attacks against contactless payment cards,
which could be used to wirelessly pickpocket money from victims. We discuss
the two leading contactless EMV payment protocols (Visa’s payWave and Mas-
terCard’s PayPass). Stopping a relay attack against cards using these protocols
is hard: either the overhead of the communication is low compared to the (cryp-
tographic) computation by the card or the messages can be cached before they
are requested by the terminal. We propose a solution that fits within the EMV
Contactless specification to make a payment protocol that is resistant to re-
lay attacks from commercial off-the-shelf devices, such as mobile phones. This
solution does not require significant changes to the cards and can easily be
added to existing terminals. To prove that our protocol really does stop relay
attacks, we develop a new method of automatically checking defences against
relay attacks using the applied pi-calculus and the tool ProVerif.
1 Introduction
EMV is the most widely used standard for payments using smart cards [13]. The EMV
Contactless specification has been introduced to support contactless smart cards [14].
For every payment provider a different variation of the specification exists. MasterCard
and Visa market their solutions as PayPass and payWave (primarily the qVSDC
protocol) respectively.
A typical attack against smart cards are so-called relay attacks, as demonstrated for
EMV in [10]. Here an attacker uses a reader and card emulator to relay communication
between a victim’s card and a genuine terminal. This way it would, for example, be
possible to pay for an expensive item in a different shop while the victim thinks
the payment is only for an inexpensive item. With contact based smart cards the
opportunity to use this attack is limited, as the victim knows when the card is being
used: namely when it is inserted into a reader. For a contactless card this protection is
lost, as the transaction does not require the users PIN number, it is enough to hold a
reader close to a card to be able to communicate with it, even if it is inside a wallet or
handbag. Therefore the attacker will have more opportunities to perform the attack
and it will be less clear for the user that anything is going on. That such attacks are
possible using cheap hardware, namely mobile phones, has been demonstrated in, for
example, [17,11,12,20].
A typical solution to counter relay attacks are distance bounding protocols. Classic
distance bounding protocols have been widely studied in the literature and elegant
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solutions have been proposed [18,10,8,6]. These protocols assume that card and reader
share a secret and then measure the time it takes to exchange a number of bits. Based
on accurate time measurements at the level of nano seconds, knowledge of the clock
speeds on both sides and the speed of light, an estimate can be made of the distance
to the other party with an accuracy of a few meters. This assumes an attacker that
is capable of relaying messages at close to the speed of light. While this is possible
with specialised hardware we considered this attacker model to be an overkill for
contactless EMV [15]. As contactless transactions can only be used for small amounts
without a PIN, and the use of specialised equipment may raise suspicion (and so the
chance of getting caught) such an attack offers a poor risk/reward ratio. A much
better risk/reward ratio will come from using inconspicuous hardware that attackers
may already own, such as NFC enabled smartphones. Another practical obstacle for
classic distance bounding is that currently there is no shared secret between reader
and card and incorporating such (complex) protocol would require a complete redesign
of the existing infrastructure.
In this paper, we propose a protocol for contactless EMV payments, which will stop
relay attacks using mobile phones, or off-the-shelf USB NFC readers. The protocol
we propose is simpler than existing distance bounding protocols and is based on
restricting the response time of a single message to the level of milliseconds. The
solution is software based and does not require additional hardware to be added to
existing terminals. It will not detect messages relayed at close to the speed of light, but
we show that it will stop relay attacks that use inexpensive, easily available hardware.
We observe that in the current contactless protocols there are two types of message
that need to be relayed from the reader to the card. The first type of message is used in
payWave to retrieve a nonce used in the previous cryptographic operation. This nonce
can already be retrieved while the terminal is still requesting other commands. The
second type is one that requires the card to carry out some complex cryptographic
computation. This is used in both payWave and PayPass. We have found that the
variation in the time it takes different cards to carry out the cryptographic calcula-
tion is larger than the time needed for smartphones to relay the message. Therefore,
imposing a time bound on the reply to either of these messages cannot be used to
stop relay attacks. On the other hand, the time it takes cards to reply to messages
that do not require cryptographic operations is low and uniform across all the cards
we looked at. However, in the current protocols, these messages can all be cached by
an attacker, and therefore cannot be time bound either.
The protocol we propose fits within the current EMV Contactless specification.
A message exchange is introduced that must be relayed between the reader and the
card, but does not require any cryptographic computation from the card and cannot
be cached. Without the cryptographic operations the timing of this message will be
more uniform for different cards, so we may use this message to add a timing bound
and stop relay attacks.
To formally verify the correctness of the protocol we propose a new technique for
modelling relay attacks using the applied pi-calculus [1] and using the tool ProVerif
[3]. It would be possible to build a formal model which includes the time of each action
and detect when a message takes too long, but such models would be complex and
tool support is limited. Instead we assume that the designer of a system has identified
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a message and a reply that the attacker will not be able to relay fast enough. Then,
given this assumption, the formal verification checks if there are any messages that
an attacker could pre-play, replay, or invent to break the protocol.
The contribution of this paper is:
– Showing that relay attacks are possible against MasterCard’s PayPass protocol,
(as well as Visa’s payWave) using mobile phones that cache static messages.
– Proposing a contactless EMV protocol, which is a combination of the payWave
and PayPass protocols, and which defends against relay attacks.
– Showing how these defences against relay attacks can be formally verified in the
applied pi-calculus and automatically checked with the tool ProVerif.
Structure of the paper: we review the EMV and EMV Contactless protocol spec-
ifications in Section 2 and we look at the practicalities of a relay attacks in Section 3.
We present our new protocol in Section 4. We formally verify this in Section 5 and
discuss its implementation in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7. Our website4 pro-
vides additional information, such as our timing measurements from cards, complete
protocol traces, ProVerif models and a video of our relay in action.
2 EMV and the payWave/PayPass Protocols
The original contact-based EMV standard consists of four books, containing over 700
pages [13] and the EMV contactless specification [14] builds on this. Additionally,
every payment provider has their own variation of the payment protocol (Book C,
Kernel Specification). Currently there are 7 different variations, the most widely used
of which are from MasterCard (PayPass) and by Visa (payWave). The protocols are
not directly compatible with each other (although they do use the same set of basic
commands), therefore a shop reader must start a transaction by querying a card to
see which protocols it supports.
The aim of the payment protocols is to provide evidence to the shop reader that
the card is genuine and to give the shop reader a cryptogram (referred to as the AC),
which it can send to the bank as proof that a payment is due. To achieve this cards
have a public key pair (PubC,PrivC), and a certificate for the public key, signed by the
bank, which includes all of the card’s static information, (CertPrivB(PubC, SSAD))
the card also includes a certificate for the banks public key (CertPrivCA(PubB)) and
the reader has the public key for this certificate (PubCA). To form the cryptogram
the card also contains a symmetric key KM , which is only known by the card and the
bank.
The steps of Mastercard’s PayPass protocol are shown in Figure 1. The first four
steps initialise the protocol: the shop reader selects the payment application and the
card replies with a list of application identities (AIDs) for the protocols it supports.
The reader will then select the protocol it wishes to run. Next, the reader sends a
“GET PROCESSING OPTIONS” (GPO) command and the card replies with the
Application Interchange Profile (AIP), which indicates the specific functions the card
supports, and the location of the records on the card (AFL) . The card will read these
records, which include all the information printed on the card (except for the CVV,
but including the credit card number, referred to as the PAN), the card’s public key
4 http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~tpc/Relay/
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Fig. 1 The PayPass Protocol
Reader Card
KM , PrivC
CertPrivCA(PubB)
CertPrivB(PubC, SSAD)
SSAD = H(PAN, exDate, . . . )
PubCA
SELECT 2PAY.SYS.DDF01
AID1,AID2,. . .
SELECT PAYPASS AID
SELECTED
GPO
AIP,AFL
READ RECORD
CertPrivCA(PubB)
READ RECORD
CertPrivB(PubC,SSAD), PAN, CDOL1, . . .
UN ∈R {0, 1}
32
GENERATE AC(UN, amount, currency, . . . )
KS = EncKM (ATC)
AC = MACKs (amount,ATC,UN,. . . )
SDAD = SignPrivC(AC,UN,amount,
currency,ATC, . . . )
ATC, SDAD
and the card’s public key certificate. The reader also reads the Card Risk Management
Data Object List (CDOL) which lists the information that the reader must provide
to the card so that it can make the cryptogram for the bank. The number of read
actions needed varies between cards and is specified by the AFL message.
Once the data has been read from the card, the reader generates a nonce UN, and
requests the cryptogram with the GENERATE AC command. This command includes
all of the information requested by the card, which will include the nonce, the amount
of the transaction and the currency, among other things. The card then generates
a session key (KS), based on the key it shares with the bank and the application
transaction counter (ATC), which equals the number of times the card has been used.
The session key is then used to calculate a MAC on the transaction details (the AC),
which is what the shop sends to the bank as proof of the transaction. With no access
to the symmetric key the shop cannot check the AC, so to provide evidence to the shop
that the card is genuine it signs AC along with the reader’s nonce and the transaction
details, which is referred to as the Signed Dynamic Application Data (SDAD).
The reader checks the card’s public key certificate using the copy of the bank’s
verification key, uses this to check the SDAD, and if all of the data is correct the
shop accepts the transaction. Complete transaction traces, with all information fields
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Fig. 2 Visa’s payWave qVSDC Protocol
Reader Card
KM , PrivC
CertPrivCA(PubB)
CertPrivB(PubC, SSAD)
SSAD = H(PAN, exDate, . . . )
PubCA
SELECT 2PAY.SYS.DDF01
AID1,AID2,. . .
SELECT VISA AID
PDOL
UN ∈R {0, 1}
32
GPO(amount,currency,UN,. . . )
nC ∈R {0, 1}
32
KS = EncKM (ATC)
AC = MACKs (amount,ATC,UN,. . . )
SDAD = SignPrivC(UN,amount,
currency,ATC,nC,. . . )
AFL,AC,ATC,PAN,SDAD
READ RECORD
CertPrivCA(PubB)
READ RECORD
CertPrivB(PubC,SSAD), PAN, . . . , nC
parsed and explained are available on our website (apart from the credit card numbers
which have been removed).
Visa’s payWave qVSDC protocol is shown in Figure 2. This protocol is a slightly
compressed version of Mastercard’s PayPass protocol. The main differences are that
the card provides the list of the information it requires (the PDOL) in response to
the protocol being selected, and this information is provided to the card as part of
the GPO message. The card will calculate the AC and sign the data in response to
the GPO message. The GENERATE AC command is no longer used, because all of
it’s functionality is merged with the GPO message. After this command the terminal
reads the files indicated in the AFL and can then authenticate the data after the card
has left the field.
The data authentication mechanism (referred to as fDDA) generates a signature
that includes a nonce from the card, and it is returned together with the cryptogram
in the response to the GPO command, however, unlike PayPass, the signed data does
not include the cryptogram. Therefore, it would be possible for an attacker to send
a shop reader a valid SDAD and an invalid AC, which the shop would not discover
until it send the AC to the bank for payment, this is known as the DDA wedge attack
[19]. For a more detailed description of the EMV protocol we refer the reader to [9].
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3 Relay Attacks Against EMV Contactless Smart Cards
Existing implementations of Contactless EMV provide little or no protection against
relay attacks. One of the most popular payment terminals in the UK imposes a limit
on the total transaction time of 10 seconds. Such an ample time window allows an
adversary to relay a transaction to everywhere in the planet (or even the moon).
A number of generic NFC relay attacks have been proposed in the literature [17,16].
Furthermore, successful relay attacks on payWave have been reported in, for example,
[11]. Their average time for a relayed transaction is 1.6s, which is an overhead of about
1.1s compared to a regular transaction.
Our setup. We have conducted experiments with both MasterCard’s PayPass and
Visa’s payWave, and were able to relay transactions with both systems. Our setup
consists of an NFC mobile phone to emulate the bank card and we use another NFC
phone or an off-the-shelf USB reader for the terminal side. Our implementation is
multi-threaded and the data is relayed over Wifi. The relay is performed in two stages,
first the reader or phone that is communicating with the card runs the protocol and
records all of the static data, which is sent to the phone that will emulate the card.
In the second phase, for payWave cards, the phone relays the cached data to the
reader, while the card is simultaneously selected so that it is ready to reply to the
relayed GPO message. The card is also asked for its nonce, which is relayed while the
shop reader is reading the records, so this relay doesn’t affect the overall time taken.
Figure 3 gives an overview of the second stage of our payWave relay attack.
For PayPass we also cache the static messages and relay the GENERATE AC
command, rather than the GPO. Additionally, we found that Android phones would
put the Wifi adapter to sleep after about 100ms of inactivity, so to avoid this slowing
down the relay we send a heartbeat signal over Wifi every 80ms. Our average transac-
tion times for relayed payments are 623ms for PayPass and 550ms for payWave, much
faster than times previously reported.
Fig. 3 The communications made by our payWave relay after pre-caching
Card Reader Phone Shop
SELECT PAY
←−−−−−−−−−−−
AID
−−−−−−−−−−−→
SELECT PAY
←−−−−−−−−−−−
AID
−−−−−−−−−−−→
SELECT AID
←−−−−−−−−−−−
PDOL
−−−−−−−−−−−→
GPO
←−−−−−−−−−−−−GPO←−−−−−−−−−−−−GPO←−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC,PAN,...
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ATC,PAN,...−−−−−−−−−−−−→
READ RECORD2
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC,CC#,...
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SSAD,nC−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
READ RECORD1
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
nC−−−−−−−−−−−→
Cert
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
READ RECORD2
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
SSAD,Nc
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
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Relay and timing. A first attempt to prevent such relay attacks would be to set an
over all time bound on the protocol. The Contactless EMV specification [14] states
that the complete transaction should take less than 500ms, however we found that
shop readers did not enforce this. Furthermore, we could complete a relayed session
with some cards faster than this; the fastest card was from the Dutch bank Knab and
we could complete a relayed session with this card in 485ms. The slowest card we found
was one from ABN-AMRO which took on average 637ms to complete a transaction
(when not being relayed). This card was so slow that, thanks to the caching of static
messages, our relay setup is able to complete a transaction with a shop reader using
this card in 627ms, i.e., 10ms faster than when the card is directly communicating
with the terminal. Hence, an overall time limit on the protocol cannot be used to stop
relay attacks.
A second attempt to prevent relay attacks could be to set a (tighter) time bound on
the dynamic messages of the protocol, i.e., the messages that need to be relayed. For
PayPass this would be the GENERATE AC command, and for payWave the GPO
command. These are also the commands that require the card to do some crypto-
graphic computations which we have found leads to a large variance in the response
times. For PayPass we observed average timings to GENERATE AC messages from
154ms to 332ms for different cards, where the overhead introduced by our relay for
this message is only 161ms on average.
Another factor that increases the time variance for computationally intensive op-
erations is the positioning of the card within the electromagnetic field of the reader.
Experiments on a payWave card (from TSB bank) show that it takes on average 108ms
to respond to the GPO command when the card is placed directly on top of the reader.
Although, the same card takes on average 184ms to respond to the GPO command
when the card is placed farther away from the reader (but still within range). The
fastest response to the GPO message we received from a payWave card took 105ms,
whereas the slowest took 364ms while the shortest time we observed when relaying
this message was only 208ms. Hence, in some cases, the observed time variance be-
tween various cards was actually larger than the overhead introduced by the relay, so
bounding the GPO and GENERATE AC message response times does not seem to
be a practical way to stop relay attacks.
For the payWave protocol, an additional message needs to be relayed, namely
the card nonce Nc. The cards do not need to perform any computation to reply
to this message, and we found the time taken to reply was much more consistent.
Experimenting with a number of different cards in different positions on the reader,
we found that the fastest response took 20ms and the slowest took 68ms. So the time
taken to relay this message would be noticeable to the shop terminal, however this
message only contains dynamic data from the card and the command by the terminal
is static, so this can be read and cached before it is requested by the shop reader (as
our relay does). This means that it is also infeasible to detect relay attacks on this
message using time bounds.
For our card timing experiments we used an Omnikey 5321 v2 USB reader. We
note that different readers may produce different times, due to the power they provide
to the card and the speed of the drivers, however the variances between the timings
due to the card will be consistent. For instance, we found that the Nexus 5 phones we
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used where typically 15ms to 30 ms slower than the USB reader. Another factor that
affects the times is the length of the messages. For example, requesting the number
of PIN tries is the shortest message that the card can produce and when asked for
this the card takes approximately 8ms to reply and relaying such a short message (a
couple of bytes) over Wifi takes at least 30ms.
Below, we propose a lightweight distance bounding protocol that prevents relay
attacks using off-the-shelf devices such as mobile phones. Our protocol is able to pre-
vent such attacks while tolerating the large computing-time variance of the cards. It
is worth mentioning that our protocol does not attempt to stop powerful adversaries
with custom made hardware (e.g. [15], which cost more than US$ 100K [7]). Consider-
ing that contactless payments are limited to small amounts, the cost of the hardware
would be a disincentive for criminals. A video of our relay in action, and details of all
our time measurements as well as a full trace of our relay are available on our website.
4 A Payment Protocol that Defends Against Relay Attacks
In the previous section, we saw that a relay based on mobile phones or USB NFC
readers adds a delay to the response. This delay is small when compared to the variance
of the time it takes for the card to reply to a request that requires encryption, but
it is large, and detectable, when compared to the time it takes the card to reply to
messages that do not require any computation. Below we will discuss a protocol that
can be used to prevent relay attacks using mobile phones or USB NFC readers. This
hardware is cheap and easy to get and using it in a store does not raise any suspicion,
as companies such as Apple are introducing their own NFC apps to perform payments.
The problem with using the small delay caused by the relay to detect attacks is
that this cannot reliably be used for commands that carry out cryptographic computa-
tions or return data that can be cached. The time of the cryptographic computations
will vary due to for instance, the card’s hardware or placement in the field, and so
cannot be reliably bound. We fix this problem by splitting the challenge and response
command from the generation of the signed authentication and cryptogram. To do this
we provide the reader’s nonce to the card with the GPO command (as in the payWave
protocol), but we delay the generation of the signed authentication and cryptogram
until the reader issues the GENERATE AC command (as in the PayPass protocol).
Our protocol, which we call the PaySafe protocol, is shown in Figure 4. In reply
to the GPO command, the reader will provide its own nonce that was generated at
a previous step in the protocol (i.e. when receiving the SELECT command). As the
reply to the GPO command now does not require any computation, it can be timed by
the reader to detect relay attacks. To detect an attempt by an attacker to defeat the
timing bound by generating their own nonce to replace the reader’s or card’s nonce,
both the reader’s and the card’s nonce are included in the signed data, as is the AC,
so fixing VISA’s problem of allowing an attacker to inject an invalid AC.
We use existing fields within EMV to exchange the nonces, namely the Unpre-
dictable Number and the ICC Dynamic Number for the reader and card respectively.
This means the cards are still EMV compliant and additionally, since both values are
included in signed data, we do not need to add an additional signature to the protocol.
Our new proposed protocol will start in the same way as the existing EMV Con-
tactless protocols with the selection of the payment application. After the application
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Fig. 4 The protocol PaySafe which defends against simple relay attacks
Reader Card
KM , PrivC
CertPrivCA(PubB)
CertPrivB(PubC, SSAD)
SSAD = H(PAN, exDate, . . . )
PubCA
SELECT 2PAY.SYS.DDF01
AID1,AID2,. . .
SELECT PaySafe AID
nC ∈R {0, 1}
32
PDOL
UN ∈R {0, 1}
32
GPO (UN,amount)
timed AIP,AFL,ATC,nC
GENERATE AC
KS = EncKM (ATC)
AC = MACKs (amount,ATC,
UN,. . . )
SDAD = SignPrivC(nC ,
UN,AC,. . . )
SDAD,AC
READ RECORD
CertPrivCA(PubB)
READ RECORD
CertPrivB(PubC)
is selected, and before the card sends its request for data to the reader (the PDOL)
the card will generates a nonce. This nonce is not sent to the reader at this point but
just stored on the card.
The next step is a timed GPO command, that gives the card the data it needs
and the reader’s nonce. The card will immediately reply to this message with the
stored nonce. As this does not require any computation the card will reply quickly
and without much variance in the time taken. If this message was relayed, additional
overhead would be introduced by the network communication between the phones
and the communication between a phone and the genuine terminal. The exact timing
will depend on the hardware used; with our hardware the reply to the PayPass GPO
message took 36ms and the PaySafe message is slightly longer. Therefore, we would
suggest a time out of 80ms, as being long enough to make sure all cards are accepted,
but still quick enough to make sure the message cannot be relayed using NFC phones.
To get the cryptogram and Signed Dynamic Application Data (SDAD) from the
card, the reader issues the GENERATE AC command. The card then computes the
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Fig. 5 Syntax of the Applied Pi Calculus
M,N ::= terms
x, y, z variables
a, b, c, k, s names
f(M1, . . . ,Mn) constructor application
D ::= g(M1, . . . ,Mn) destructor application
P,Q ::= processes
0 nil
M〈N〉.P output
M(x).P input
P | Q parallel composition
!P replication
ν a.P create new name
let x = D in P else Q term evaluation
n :P phase
SDAD and the cryptogram and sends these to the reader. Attackers can get to this
point in the protocol by sending their own nonce to either the card or the reader, so
avoiding the need to relay both nonces and meeting the time restriction. To detect
this both the reader’s and the card’s nonces are included in the signed data (SDAD).
The reader will check these and terminate the transaction if they do not match the
nonces that were part of the timed challenge.
After running this protocol the reader can be sure that fast nonce exchange took
place with an entity that was not being relayed using mobile phones or USB NFC
reader links, and, due to the SDAD, the reader can be sure that this entity was the
bank card. Variations of this protocol are also possible, for instance the PDOL could
be replaced with a CDOL in one of the records and the GENERATE AC message
could be moved to the end, to make it much closer to the current PayPass protocol.
It would also be possible to move the AIP,AFL and ATC data from the reply to the
GPO into the reply to the SELECT AID, so making the reply to the GPO quicker and
easier to time, however this should not be necessary and would be a further deviation
from the current EMV protocols.
5 Formal Verification of PaySafe
The Applied Pi-calculus and ProVerif. To formally verify the correctness of
our protocol we use the applied pi-calculus [2] and the tool ProVerif [4]. The applied
pi-calculus is a formal language for describing protocols using the syntax given in
Figure 5. This language allows us to specify processes that perform inputs and outputs,
run in parallel and replicate. The calculus also allows processes to declare new, private
names which can be used as private channels or nonces [4]. Functions in the applied pi-
calculus can be used to model a range of cryptographic primitives, e.g MACs, signing
and key generation. The “let” statement can be used to check that two terms that
used these equations are equal and branch on the result. This can be used to encode
“if” statements, and conditional inputs c(=a).P which inputs a value and proceeds
only if the value received equals a (see e.g. [4]). ProVerif is an automatic theorem
proving tool that can be used to check applied pi-calculus models. It can be used to
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check secrecy of, for example, a key or, as we do below, it can be used to check if a
process can reach a certain point. ProVerif introduces phase statements, written as
n :P where n is an integer. Processes will be run in the order of the numbers they are
tagged with, which enforces an ordering on the commands, e.g. an output in phase 2
cannot be received by an input in phase 1.
Modelling PaySafe. The applied pi-calculus model of our new protocol is given in
Figure 6. The first two communications between the card and the reader are the SE-
LECT commands. The card listens first for the selection of the payment environment
and then the selection of the particular payment application, but before replying to
the second SELECT command it declares a new name nC . The reader also generates
a new name nR and passes that to the card using the GPO command and requests the
cryptogram, by sending the GENERATE AC command. The encryption is done using
“let” statements and the reader checks the card’s signature using an “if” statement
before accepting it. The System process includes an arbitrary number of readers and
cards, sets the card information and makes the bank’s public key available to the
attacker.
Verifying the Defence Against Relay Attacks. Based on our observations in
Section 3, an attacker cannot use a mobile phone or USB equipment to relay the
GPO message in our new protocol quickly enough to make the reader accept the
reply. However, this alone is not enough to guarantee that our protocol stops relay
attacks; it may still be possible for attackers to pre-play messages to the card, or make
up their own response to the GPO message and trick the reader into believing that it
came from the card.
As the attackers cannot relay the timed message to the card and get the answer
back to the reader quickly enough, the attackers cannot have a meaningful interaction
with the card while the reader is waiting for the reply. I.e., the attackers can perform
a relay attack if, and only if, they can do so without communicating with the card
between when the reader broadcasts its timed message and when it receives a reply.
Our formal modelling of relay attacks is based on this observation. Between when
the reader broadcasts its timed message and when it receives the reply we lock the card
process so that it cannot communicate with anyone. We also lock the other readers in
the system as the attacker will not have time to relay messages to them, as well as the
card. Given these locks, if the attacker can find a sequence of actions that still allows
a reader to finish the protocol then a relay attack is possible. On the other hand, if
the locks stop the reader from terminating then there is no sequence of relayed actions
that the reader will accept from the attacker, and we can be sure that the protocol is
safe from relay attacks.
We could encode a lockable process in the applied pi-calculus by adding a single
‘heartbeat’ output on a private name. The lockable process must acquire this before
performing any input or output, and releases it again afterwards. To lock this process
another process only needs to acquire the lock. A model like this could be checked
by hand in the applied pi-calculus, and so provides a useful analysis method, however
it cannot be checked automatically using the ProVerif tool. ProVerif can prove cor-
rectness for a protocol with an arbitrary number of runs, and an arbitrary number of
concurrent processes. To make this possible ProVerif makes some compromises: the
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Fig. 6 Applied pi-calculus model of PaySafe
Reader = c〈SELECT,PAYSYSDDF〉.
c(=AID).
c〈SELECT,aid〉.
c(=PDOL).
ν nR.c〈GPO,amt, nR〉.
c(n′C , atc
′,PAN′).
c〈GENERATE AC〉.
c(sdad′, ac′).
c〈READ RECORD〉.c(ssad′).
c〈READ RECORD〉.c(cert′).
let cardPub′K =
check(cert′, pk(bankK))
if check(sdad′, cardPub′K) =
(nR, n
′
C , amt,atc
′, ac′)
c〈readerAccepts〉
Card = c(=SELECT,=PAYSYSDDF).
c〈AID〉.
c(=SELECT,=AID).
ν nC .c〈PDOL〉.
c(=GPO,amt′, n′R).
c〈nC , atc,PAN〉.
c(=GENERATE AC).
let macK = genkey(atc,bankK) in
let ac = mac((amt′, n′R, atc),macK) in
let sdad =
sign((nR, nC , amt,atc,ac), cardK) in
c〈sdad〉.
c(=READ RECORD).
c〈sign((PAN,expDate),bankK)〉.
c(=READ RECORD).c〈cert〉
System = ν bankK .(c〈pk(bankK)〉 | !ν amount.!Reader
| !(ν PAN.ν expDate.ν cardK .let cert = sign(pk(cardK),bankK) in !ν atc.!Card))
tool may not terminate and it may report false attacks. Using a heartbeat lock, as
described before, results in ProVerif finding a false attack because the tool wrongly
allows more than one process to acquire the lock at the same time.
Encoding a Process Lock Using Phases. To create a model that can be checked
in ProVerif, and so automatically prove our protocol correct, we can use ProVerif’s
phase statements. To model relay attacks we use three phases (0, 1, 2) and we allow
the card and reader to be interacted with in phases 0 and 2. The attacker can act in
all of the phases and the reader will broadcasts its request for the timed message and
receive the reply in phase 1. This stops the attacker from relaying the timed message
to the card and forwarding the response to the reader, but it still allows the attacker
to try to replay or pre-play messages to the card, and make up its own responses to
the challenge.
We make the assumption that there may be concurrent sessions of cards and
readers (although the readers and cards we looked at didn’t support this, future devices
may). Therefore, we need to allow the reader and card process to span phases 0 and 2,
but not act in phase 1, i.e. the processes must be able to jump from phase 0 to phase
2 before input actions (output actions can be forward from one phase to the next by
the attacker). For the process P the following function gives us the set of processes
produced by placing a phase 2 jump in front of each of the possible inputs:
phasesSet(P ) = {C[2 :M(x).P ′] | P = C[M(x).P ′]}
Here C[ ] ranges over all possible contexts, so the right hand side of this set compre-
hension matches all inputs in P , and the left hand side adds a phase command in
front of the input.
We can then build a process that allows the attacker an arbitrary number of
interactions with the process P , in either phase, by replicating each member of this
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Fig. 7 Our Protocol modelled using ProVerif’s phase statements
TestReader = . . .
c(=PDOL).ν nR.
1:c〈GPO,amt, nR〉.
c(n′C , atc
′,PAN′).
2:c〈GENERATE AC〉.
c(sdad′, ac′).
. . .
if check(scad′, cardPub′K) =
(nR, n
′
C , amt,atc
′, ac′)
c〈phaseReaderAccepts〉
SystemP = ν bankK .(c〈pk(bankK)〉
| ν amount.T estReader
| !ν amount.Readers
| !(ν PAN.ν expDate.ν cardK .
let cert = sign(pk(cardK),bankK)
in !ν atc.Cards))
where:
Cards = phases(Card)
Readers = phases(Reader)
set and placing them in parallel:
phases(P ) =!P1 |!P2 | · · · |!Pn where {P1, . . . , Pn} = phasesSet(P )
We also note that if the attacker can perform a relay attack against our system
process, then there is a single distinct reader process that the attacker can get to
terminate, while relaying messages. This means that it is sufficient to test if just a
single reader process can terminate, and only this reader process needs to enforce the
timing restrictions.
We use the phases function to give the attacker an arbitrary number of copies of
the card and the reader they can interact with in both phases 0 and 2, and we add
a single copy of the reader process that outputs its GPO message and must receive
the timed relay in phase 1. This is shown in Figure 7, where Reader and Card are as
defined in Figure 6.
Checking the System process with ProVerif, we find that the reader process cannot
reach the readerAccepts action. Therefore, given the timing assumptions, we may
conclude that the attacker cannot cause the reader to accept a session of the protocol,
and that our protocol will stop relay attacks using cheap hardware, such as mobile
phone and USB NFC readers.
Examples of Finding Attacks. To test our framework’s ability to find attacks
we look at what happens if the readers or the cards did not use a nonce. First we
removed the card’s nonce from the protocol, both in the reply to the GPO message
and in the check made by the reader, however we keep the timing constraints on the
GPO message as imposed by the phase statements. When given this protocol model,
ProVerif finds the attack illustrated in Figure 8. In this attack, the attacker first
interacts with the card to learn the current counter value and the PAN. After this,
the attacker relays messages from the reader, until the reader issues its GPO message
which the attacker can now reply to directly, so meeting the timing constraint. The
attacker then forwards these messages to the card and continues to relay the remaining
messages from the reader.
The points at which the ProVerif model changes phase are also shown in Figure 8,
and this illustrates how our method locks the card during the readers timed message.
We also tested our protocol with a card nonce, but without the reader’s nonce; in
this case ProVerif finds a simple replay attack: the attacker interacts with the card
and records a whole session, which can then be replayed to the reader’s GPO message
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Fig. 8 Attack found by ProVerif if there is no card nonce
Card Attacker Reader
SELECT PAY.SYS
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
AID
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SELECT AID
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
PDOL
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
GPO(amount,N)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC,CC#,...
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SELECT PAY.SYS
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
SELECT PAY.SYS
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
AID
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
AID
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SELECT AID
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
SELECT AID
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
PDOL
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
PDOL
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
NR ∈R {0, 1}
32
−−−−−−− −−−−−−− phase 1 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
GPO(amount,NR)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC,CC#,...
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
−−−−−−− −−−−−−− phase 2 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
GPO(amount,NR)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC,CC#,...
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
GENERATE AC
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
GENERATE AC
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
SDAD,mac
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SDAD,mac
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
READ RECORD
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
READ RECORD
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SSAD
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
SSAD
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
READ RECORD
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
READ RECORD
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CertPrivB(PubC)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
CertPrivB (PubC)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Reader Accepts
directly, so meeting the timing requirements. All of our ProVerif models are available
on our website.
6 Implementing PaySafe
The protocol we propose has the advantage of only using existing EMV commands
and data fields. As it is similar to the existing contactless EMV protocols, it is simple
to implement. The changes from the payWave qVDSC protocol are the removal of the
Signed Dynamic Application Data from the response to the GPO message, moving the
card’s nonce data field into the response to the GPO message and the addition of the
standard EMV GENERATE AC command. The changes from the PayPass protocol
are even smaller, requiring only the moving of the reader’s nonce data field to the
GPO message and the card’s nonce data field into the response to the GPO message.
The EMV framework allows for multiple applications to be offered by a card. So
our new protocol could be assigned a new AID and if both reader and card support
the protocol it would be used. The AIDs supported will be included in the signed card
information, so attackers cannot trick a reader into using a less secure protocol.
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Care must be taken to ensure that deviations from the specified protocol do not
make attacks possible. For instance, if cards would accept a second GPO message
with a different reader nonce, an attacker could discover the card nonce with the first
GPO message and then relay the readers nonce with the second GPO message. So,
for PaySafe we must stop a single run of the protocol from accepting multiple GPO
messages with different nonces. Clearly, our protocol only works if the nonces are
actually unpredictable, unfortunately some EMV terminals have been shown to use
predictable numbers [5].
7 Conclusion
Our goal in this paper was to propose a defence against relay attacks using easily
available hardware on the EMV Contactless protocol, and to prove it correct. Our
solution relies on the quick exchange of (previously generated) random nonces. This
solution fits within the EMV Contactless specification, but is applicable to smart card
protocols in general. We also have presented a new technique to model relay attacks
based on a simple observation: if the reply to the timed message is received by the
reader quickly enough, then the attacker cannot have interacted with the card. We
have shown how this can be used to model relay attacks in the applied pi-calculus
and in the automatic tool ProVerif using phase statements. As further work, we could
extend our formal models to include all error handling for the protocols, as well as
developing our method of modelling relay attacks into a general framework for any
protocol.
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